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Animals use a nervous system for locomotion in some stage of their life cycle. The nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans*, a major animal model for almost all fields of experimental biology, has long been used for detailed studies of genetic and physiological locomotion mechanisms. Of its 959 somatic cells, 302 are neurons that are identifiable by lineage, location, morphology, and neurochemistry in every adult hermaphrodite. Of those, 75 motoneurons innervate body wall muscles that provide the thrust during locomotion. In this Overview, we concentrate on the generation of either forward- or backward-directed motion during crawling and swimming. We describe locomotion behavior, the parts constituting the locomotion system, and the relevant neuronal connectivity. Because it is not yet fully understood how these components combine to generate locomotion, we discuss competing hypotheses and models.
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**Locomotion, the act of self-propulsion, is a fundamental animal behavior.** Almost all animals use a nervous system for locomotion in some stage of their life cycle (with the telling exceptions of sponges and placozoa). Searching for food, conspecifics, or improved conditions; catching prey; escaping from predators; migrating; and dispersing are all animal behaviors that require locomotion. The nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* is a major animal model for almost all fields of experimental biology. It was the first animal model to offer a complete description of a developmental lineage, a nervous system, and a genome. Of its 959 somatic cells, 302 are neurons that are identifiable by lineage, location, morphology, and neurochemistry in every adult hermaphrodite. Of those, 75 motoneurons innervate body wall muscles that provide the thrust during locomotion. Considerable advances have been made in the neurobiology of sensory transduction and integration. Complementing this knowledge with the neuronal mechanisms that underlie locomotion can lead to a fully integrated model of a complete nervous system, from sensory input to behavioral output.

In this Overview, we concentrate on the generation of either forward- or backward-directed locomotion during crawling and swimming. Interesting topics such as steering and navigation remain outside of the intended scope. We focus on the adult hermaphrodite animal, because the vast majority of research on the locomotion of *C. elegans* was performed on that life stage; when appropriate, we also discuss findings specific to the larval nervous systems. There are three distinct, complementary levels of analysis required for understanding a system (Marr 1982): a computational level (what are the input and output of the system?), a hardware implementation level (what are the components of the system, and how are they connected?), and an algorithmic level (how is the computation implemented?). We follow this scheme and describe locomotion behavior, the parts of the locomotion system and their connectivity, and hypotheses formulated to explain how these components generate locomotion.

**Locomotion behavior**

Similar to other nematodes, *C. elegans* locomotes in an undulatory fashion (Gray J and Lissmann 1964, Burr and Robinson 2004). It generates thrust by propagating dorso-ventral body bends along its body against the direction of locomotion (Gray J and Lissmann 1964). When the animal swims in a liquid of a viscosity comparable to that of water, the wavelength of undulation is almost twice the body length, which produces alternating C-shape conformations (figure 1a) at a frequency of about 2 hertz (Hz; Pierce-Shimomura et al. 2008, Berri et al. 2009, Fang-Yen et al. 2010, Vidal-Gadea et al. 2011). Although swimming is sometimes loosely referred to as “thrashing,” it is a directional behavior that enables navigation, such as in chemotaxis assays.
If we ignore steering, the locomotion behavior of \textit{C. elegans} on short timescales (on the order of 1 second) can be heuristically divided into four categories: (1) forward locomotion, which consists of the propagation of dorsoventral body bends, from the anterior to the posterior, originating at the head; (2) backward locomotion, which consists of the propagation of dorsoventral body bends from the posterior to the anterior; (3) dwelling, which consists of a large variety of nondirectional dynamics of dorsoventral body bends; and (4) quiescence, the complete absence of motion (Gray JM et al. 2005, Raizen et al. 2008, Stephens et al. 2011, Gallagher et al. 2013). Each of these microcategories can persist exclusively for many seconds (Fujiwara et al. 2002, Flavell et al. 2013, Iwanir et al. 2013). However, it is a matter of ongoing debate whether some or all of these categories correspond to discrete behavioral microstates or to a continuum of tunable behaviors and, if so, how many such behavioral states there may be (Gallagher et al. 2013). In addition, macrostates can be observed, whereby distinct proportions of behavioral microcategories are maintained for prolonged periods, up to the order of an hour (Nagy et al. 2013). The existence of these macrostates suggests that any short-term description of locomotion would be incomplete. Nevertheless, techniques for high-resolution tracking of locomotion patterns for prolonged periods are not commonly implemented. A major technical bottleneck arises from the need to analyze in a timely fashion the vast amount of experimental data produced by prolonged, continuous, high-resolution assays. Progress in this area will require incorporating big-data methods to supplement or even replace traditional tabletop methods for the curation, storage, analysis, and sharing of behavioral data.

The field of analysis of behavioral data is rapidly evolving, and several approaches have been suggested for mathematically describing \textit{C. elegans} locomotion. Determining phenotypes manually using heuristic classifications such as hypo- or hyperkinesis or by scoring changes in ad hoc defined features has been immensely fruitful, despite the limited experimental resolution and the possibility of unknowingly introducing a bias. Centroid tracking data from high-throughput assays were analyzed using hidden Markov models to identify locomotion states (Flavell et al. 2013, Gallagher et al. 2013). Body shape data of sufficiently high spatial and temporal resolution showed that the space of shapes adopted by \textit{C. elegans} is low dimensional, which reveals an underlying simplicity of seemingly complex locomotion dynamics (Stephens et al. 2011, Feeny et al. 2013). Moreover, the quantitative description of behavior arising from the building blocks spanning the space of observed body postures, termed \textit{eigenworms}, provided a framework for unbiased scoring of previously undetectable phenotypes (Stephens et al. 2011, Brown AEX et al. 2012).

A different high-resolution approach was intended to preserve the intuitive importance of individual body bends while still relying on machine vision in order to minimize bias (Nagy et al. 2013). This (computationally intensive) approach emphasized the notion that the generation, propagation, and
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The decay of individual body bends are fundamental primitives of *C. elegans* locomotion, which are expected to have identifiable physiological correlates (Gray JM et al. 2005, Von Stetina et al. 2005, Boyle et al. 2012, Wen et al. 2012). The optimization in computational complexity offered by the eigenworm model comes at the expense of a natural relationship between its building blocks and the physiological activity in the neural circuits of the animal, as compared with a model based directly on the dynamics of body bends. Depending on the question at hand, these two approaches may be complementary. Notably, all of the approaches discussed above discard global information, such as absolute position and orientation, and thereby implicitly assume that *C. elegans* does not maintain or use such parameters.

Continuum mechanics

The shape of the adult nematode is a slim cylinder, tapered at both ends, about 50 microns in diameter and 1 millimeter (mm) long. At this size, it is smaller than the capillary length of the water–air interface (which is approximately 2 mm); when it is in a fluid, *C. elegans* swims in a low (less than 1) Reynolds number regime (Sznitman et al. 2010), in which the viscous forces are greater than the inertial forces. Intuitively, under these conditions, the animal will stop moving almost instantly once it ceases to produce force. The stiffness and the elastic modulus of the static body of a wild-type adult animal were found to be approximately 0.60 Newtons per meter and in the range of 100–200 kilopascals, respectively (Fang-Yen et al. 2010, Sznitman et al. 2010, Petzold et al. 2011, Backholm et al. 2013). Hydrostatic pressure contributes modestly to stiffness. Puncturing the cuticle decreases the body stiffness by about 18% (Park et al. 2007), and the animal continues undulating after being punctured (our observation). Manipulating the contraction of muscles pharmacologically or optogenetically has suggested that the resting muscle tone is a major contributor to the resting body stiffness (Petzold et al. 2011). The forces produced by the coordinated action of body wall muscles during locomotion have also been measured. During swimming, the body delivers propulsive thrusts on the order of a few nanonewtons (Sznitman et al. 2010), whereas during crawling, the adult nematode produces forces in the range of 1–9 micronewtons (Doll et al. 2009, Johari et al. 2013).

Muscle cells

Ninety-five body wall muscle cells are staggered in two rows in each of four quadrants along the anterior–posterior axis (figure 2c). As in other nematodes, steering in *C. elegans* is achieved by differential activation of the 20 anteriormost muscle cells (in the head and neck), whereas thrust is produced by dorsoventral bending of the entire body. The quadrants of head and neck muscles are independently innervated by nerve-ring motoneurons and can turn freely relative to the anterior–posterior axis of the body (Hall and Altun 2008). In contrast, along the neck and the rest of the body, the muscles from the two subventral quadrants send thin processes called muscle arms into the ventral nerve cord, whereas those from the two subdorsal quadrants send arms into the dorsal cord (White et al. 1976, Von Stetina et al. 2005). In addition to chemical neuromuscular junctions, the muscle arms seem to also be electrically coupled by gap junctions where they meet in the nerve cords.
Motoneurons

The neck and head musculature is innervated by 28 motoneurons of 9 classes: RIM, RIV, RMF, RMG, and RMH (bilaterally symmetric); RME, SMB, and URA (four members in each class); and IL1 neurons (six members) (White et al. 1986). The neural circuits in the head and the neck provide most of the steering during locomotion, but little is known about their activity. Along the neck and body, 75 motoneurons innervate body wall muscle such that each muscle is innervated by multiple motoneurons. These neurons are divided by their morphology into eight distinct classes (White et al. 1976, 1986, Chen BL et al. 2006, Hall and Altun 2008). Four classes innervate ventral muscles (12-VA, 11-VB, 6-VC, and 13-VD), and four innervate dorsal muscles (11-AS, 9-DA, 7-DB, and 6-DD). Although the morphology of these neurons and muscle cells has been studied in detail, their physiological activity is not fully characterized. In particular, little is known about the electrophysiological properties of the motoneurons and their synapses. Each nerve cord motoneuron has a cell body that is about 2 microns in diameter, located in the ventral nerve cord, and two neurites: a dendrite within the nerve cord that contains postsynaptic specializations and an axon that forms neuromuscular junctions. For dorsal and inhibitory motoneurons, a lateral commissure brings the axon to the dorsal nerve cord (no cell bodies reside in the dorsal nerve cord; figure 2a).

Although electrophysiological measurements have been performed in C. elegans, genetically encoded calcium indicators are more commonly used for measuring the physiological activity in its muscles and neurons. The neuronal activity of all six classes of cholinergic motoneurons has been measured in restricted, tethered, and freely moving animals (Haspel et al. 2010, Faumont et al. 2011, Kawano et al. 2011, Wen et al. 2012), but recording of GABAergic motoneuron classes during locomotion has not yet been reported. The physiological imaging of motoneurons resulted in apparent discrepancies: One study showed signals that correlated with the direction of locomotion (B motoneurons during forward and A motoneurons during backward locomotion) but not with local bending (Haspel et al. 2010), a second showed a correlation with local bending but not with the direction of locomotion (Faumont et al. 2011), and a third showed a correlation with both (Kawano et al. 2011). Notably, these studies differed in the amount of restraint of the animals and in the indicator used. Plausibly, all excitatory motoneurons exhibit activity that correlates with dorsoventral bending at the side they innervate; A and B motoneurons also exhibit slower baseline activity that correlates with the direction of locomotion.

The unique characteristics of each class of motoneurons may assist in understanding their respective roles in locomotion. The B motoneurons (11 ventral B [VB] and 7 dorsal B [DB]) have a short neurite in the ventral nerve cord that receives most of the synaptic inputs. The neurite leads to a cell body; in the case of the DB motoneurons, a commissure from the cell body crosses to the dorsal nerve cord. Both dorsal and ventral B motoneurons proceed with an axon that provides neuromuscular junctions posterior to the cell body and a long, posterior neurite devoid of synaptic specializations. It was suggested (Lou Byerly and Richard L. Russell, personal communications, cited by White et al. 1986) that the long neurite serves as a stretch sensor for the locomotion motoneurons. Although the long neurites point in the intuitionally wrong direction to propagate a body bend (the bends propagate from head to tail for forward locomotion, and the B motoneurons point toward the tail), it was demonstrated that such propagation is feasible computationally and that its direction can be dictated by the time lag of distal sensory feedback (Bryden and Cohen 2008). It was also demonstrated that VB or DB motoneurons depolarize in correlation with a respective ventral or dorsal bend about 200 microns anterior to their soma (Wen et al. 2012). This observation suggested that B motoneurons receive proprioceptive feedback and that
the stretch receptors may be located in the DB commissure rather than in the long neurites. Additional cells or structures may also contribute to proprioceptive feedback; it was not demonstrated that this process is cell autonomous.

Ventral and dorsal B motoneurons make cholinergic excitatory neuromuscular junctions with four or six ventral or dorsal, respectively, body wall muscle cells, posterior to their cell body. Their main synaptic outputs (cholinergic and probably excitatory) to other motoneurons are to inhibitory D motoneurons that innervate the opposing side: VB innervates a DD, whereas DB innervates two VDs. Fewer synapses are made from DB to AS and DD and from VB to VA and VD. B motoneurons form gap junctions with neighboring motoneurons of their class and with the interneuron pair AVB. Another interneuron pair, PVC forms cholinergic (and possibly other) synapses with the B motoneurons (Durr et al. 2008). Ablation of DB motoneurons in the larva impaired forward locomotion (Chalfie et al. 1985). Consistently, B motoneurons exhibit higher levels of calcium during forward than during backward locomotion (Haspel et al. 2010, Kawano et al. 2011), which is strong evidence that they are involved in forward locomotion.

The A motoneurons (12 ventral A [VA] and 9 dorsal A [DA]) are morphological mirror images of the B motoneurons. Accordingly, their neuromuscular junctions and long neurites point anteriorly. However, unlike B motoneurons, their response to being stretched has not been demonstrated (Wen et al. 2012). Similar to B motoneurons, VA and DA classes are cholinergic and form excitatory neuromuscular junctions with four ventral or six dorsal body wall muscle cells, respectively, anterior to their cell body; VA innervates an inhibitory dorsal DD, whereas DA innervates two inhibitory ventral VDs. Weaker synapses are formed by DA to DB and DD and by VA to VD. DA motoneurons form gap junctions with the VA neuron anterior to them and with the AS motoneurons posterior to them. The VA motoneurons form gap junctions with the AS motoneurons anterior to them and half of them form a gap junction with the DA neuron posterior to them. Both ventral and dorsal A motoneurons receive chemical synapse from the interneuron pairs AVD and AVE and form gap junctions with the interneuron pair AVA and SABD (only anterior portion for AVE and SABD). The elimination of backward locomotion following DA motoneuron ablation in the larva (Chalfie et al. 1985) and higher observed levels of activity during backward locomotion (Haspel et al. 2010, Kawano et al. 2011) suggest that A motoneurons are involved in backward locomotion.

The GABAergic D motoneurons (13 ventral D [VD] and 6 dorsal D [DD]) are shaped like a capital letter H, with a commissure that connects a dorsal and a ventral branches. Both classes have a cell body in the ventral nerve cord; but whereas VD motoneurons have a dorsal dendrite and ventral neuromuscular junctions, DD motoneurons have a ventral dendrite and dorsal neuromuscular junctions. Each D motoneuron is connected with gap junctions to the adjacent neurons of its class. The D motoneurons are not innervated by interneurons; instead, they receive cholinergic inputs from other motoneurons (White et al. 1976, Petrash et al. 2013). Each VD motoneuron receives input from the AS, DA, and DB motoneurons that innervate the opposing muscle cells. Similarly, DD motoneurons receive input from the VA and VB motoneurons that innervate the opposing muscle cells but also from RID, a single dorsal motoneuron with sparse neuromuscular junction. Finally, both VD and DD motoneurons receive cholinergic synapses from VC motoneurons. In addition to their synaptic output at neuromuscular junctions, DD motoneurons also innervate the opposing VD motoneurons, whereas VD motoneurons also innervate the local VA and VB motoneurons.

Therefore, D motoneurons are situated to provide dorsoventral cross-inhibition: DD motoneurons could coactivate with contracting ventral muscle cells and inhibit the opposing dorsal muscles. Almost symmetrically, VD motoneurons could coactivate with contracting dorsal muscle cells and inhibit the opposing ventral muscle cells, as well as the VA and VB motoneurons that innervate these muscles. However, it seems that forward locomotion does not strictly require this cross-inhibition. Only backward locomotion is compromised in nematode strains that do not synthesize GABA or when D motoneurons are ablated (Mcintire et al. 1993). These so-called shrinker animals produce a bilateral instead of alternating dorsoventral contraction when they are stimulated to move backward.

The 11 dorsal AS motoneurons are similar in shape to DA motoneurons, except that they lack the long anterior–dorsal neurite. They form cholinergic (probably excitatory) neuromuscular junctions with two dorsal muscle cells and induce inhibition of the opposing ventral muscle (through numerous synapses to VD). In addition, they form gap junctions with VA and DA and the locomotory interneurons AVA. They also receive cholinergic input from all classes of locomotory interneurons: AVA, AVB, AVD, AVE, and PVC (White et al. 1976, 1986). The only published recordings of AS activity show a correlation with dorsal bending but not with the direction of locomotion (Faumont et al. 2011). Therefore, the role of AS motoneurons in locomotion is unclear, and they are commonly not incorporated in models and studies of the locomotion network, although they may support the generation or maintenance of motor patterns and body undulations.

The role of the six ventral VC motoneurons in locomotion is also unclear. Two VCs (4 and 5) innervate the vulva muscles and are involved in egg laying. The other VCs (1–3 in the anterior part and 6 in the posterior) innervate ventral muscle cells very sparsely and may have a small direct contribution to the excitation of muscles. The VC motoneurons are interconnected with gap junctions and are likely coactive. The anterior VC1, -2, and -3 innervate the inhibitory motoneurons VD and DD throughout the anterior portion (White et al. 1986, Haspel and O’Donovan 2011), whereas the connectivity of the posterior VC6 is unknown. If its connectivity is similar to that of the anterior VCs, it may
innervate the posterior VDs and DDs. Therefore, the VC motoneurons might be coactive, exciting each other and the inhibitory D motoneurons.

**Input from sensory and interneurons**

There are five main lateral pairs of premotor interneurons that innervate the A, B, and AS motoneurons (supplemental table S1). These are AVA, AVB, AVD, AVE, and PVC—commonly referred to as command (Chalfie et al. 1985) or locomotion interneurons. Of these, AVB and PVC, which connect to B and AS motoneurons, were demonstrated to be active and nonoscillating during forward locomotion (Faumont et al. 2011, Kawano et al. 2011) and were shown to affect but not abolish forward locomotion when ablated (Chalfie et al. 1985). Similar activity and ablation results were demonstrated for AVA, AVD, and AVE, which connect to A and AS motoneurons during backward locomotion (Chalfie et al. 1985, Faumont et al. 2011, Kawano et al. 2011). Even when all the locomotion interneurons are ablated, animals still produce forward and backward waves of muscle contraction, although they are slow; uncoordinated; and, at times, simultaneously in both directions (Zheng et al. 1999, Kawano et al. 2011). A few other neurons have sparse input to the motoneurons. Other sensory and interneurons affect locomotion (Tsalik and Hobert 2003, Piggott et al. 2011) through the locomotion interneurons but do not make direct synaptic contact with the locomotion motoneurons. A single proprioceptive neuron, DVA (Li et al. 2006), which is sensitive to overall curvature of the animal’s body, affects the cholinergic synapses of A and B motoneuron through neuropeptidergic modulation (Hu et al. 2011). Finally, neuromodulation through monoamines and neuropeptides affects the dynamics of locomotion (Bargmann 2012, Donnelly et al. 2013, Flavell et al. 2013).

**Anatomical connectivity**

The only existing organismwide connectivity data set (a connectome) is that of C. elegans. The relatively small nervous system, detailed knowledge of anatomy, and timely development in electron microscopy techniques allowed the reconstruction of most neurons, chemical synapses, and gap junctions (White et al. 1986). This 15-years-long feat has attracted wide attention from both computational and experimental neuroscientists. The original connectivity data set resulted in the identification of 5958 chemical synapses (1207 of which are neuromuscular junctions) and 1106 gap junctions in the adult nematode (White et al. 1986, Hall and Alton 2008, Varshney et al. 2011; Steven Cook and David Hall, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, personal communication, 18 September 2013). However, the connectivity data set was focused on the head and tail ganglia, and a portion of the ventral and dorsal nerve cords that contain the locomotor motoneurons was reconstructed in only a single hermaphrodite animal (White et al. 1986, Varshney et al. 2011). Moreover, the nerve cords were reconstructed only halfway along the body, and the data for the region posterior to the vulva are still incomplete. The sparse data for the posterior parts of the nerve cords are from a male nematode, and the degree to which neuroanatomy varies between the sexes remains somewhat unclear. Currently, connectivity data is partial or missing for 39 of the 302 hermaphrodite neurons, including 28 of the 75 locomotor motoneurons. In two studies (Chen BL et al. 2006, Varshney et al. 2011), consistency was improved and the data set was annotated. Recently, the original micrographs were digitized and reconstructed and many connections were identified that were originally missed (Cook et al. 2013). However, Cook and colleagues (2013) did not resolve the posterior gap in the data. The connectivity data for the anterior section exhibit repeating patterns when they are mapped according to muscle innervations (Haspel and O’Donovan 2011). This feature has been used to extrapolate and predict the missing connections (Haspel and O’Donovan 2011, 2012).

Finally, the muscle arms were reconstructed only within the ventral nerve cord and not all the way to the muscle (White et al. 1986). B. L. Chen and colleagues (2006) assumed that the arms are perpendicular to the ventral nerve cord and occur in the middle third of the muscle cell. This assumption allowed a hypothetical assignment of muscle to neuromuscular junction. Although it is plausible, the assumption excludes the possibility of any lateral asymmetry. Several initiatives are under way to gather new connectivity data from multiple animals. To make such data valuable to the study of locomotion, neuromuscular junctions must be assigned to specific muscles by reconstructing the muscle arms. A detailed structure could provide a framework in which hypotheses would be formulated and tested (Bargmann 2012, Bargmann and Marder 2013). Still, regardless of how detailed it is, the structure alone does not provide the functional context, which would have to be independently measured.

**Hypotheses and published models of locomotion**

The algorithmic process implemented by the C. elegans neuromuscular system to produce locomotion behavior remains unclear. The undulatory motion of the nematode is driven by a dorsoventral difference in muscle contraction that produces a propagating dorsoventral body bend. This motor pattern can be divided into two elements that need to be understood: the generation of rhythmic alternating bends and the propagation of these bends along the body. Either or both of these elements could be produced by sensory feedback or central pattern generation, the two prominent circuit components in the generation of locomotor patterns. A central pattern generator (CPG; box 1) is a feed-forward component in the generation of locomotion in all vertebrates and invertebrates studied to date, which suggests that it might also be relevant for C. elegans locomotion. In that case, pattern generation may arise through interactions among currents in individual neurons (pacemaker oscillator neurons), or through interactions among neurons (network-based rhythmicity). Existing models can be divided into three competing hypotheses by the role and location of
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Central pattern generators (CPGs) are autonomous groups of neurons or neural networks that produce patterned, rhythmic neural output in the absence of sensory or descending inputs that carry specific timing information (Marder and Bucher 2001). This concept has proven to be useful in the study of many motor systems, because CPGs were found to underlie the production of most rhythmic motor patterns, such as breathing, walking, flying, and swimming (Marder and Calabrese 1996, Grillner 2006). It was even suggested that CPGs are required to generate the ongoing activity of the mammalian cortex (Yuste et al. 2005). A CPG circuit can produce a rhythmic pattern on the basis of a variety of mechanisms and designs. It can rely on cellular properties (i.e., pacemaker cells) or connectivity (e.g., reciprocal inhibition) or a combination of the two. It can range in size from a single pacemaker cell (Chen CF et al. 1971) to a complex interconnected network.

The tumultuous history of the CPG concept from the early 1900s (Brown TG 1912) to its acceptance in the 1960s (Wilson 1961) and the success of in vitro preparations seemingly suggested a dichotomy between an autonomous, free-running, central clock and distributed circuits driven by sensory input. However, in order to be adaptive in its natural setting, it is advantageous for a CPG to integrate sensory input. Indeed, CPGs incorporate receptive and proprioceptive inputs from the central nervous system and the sensory periphery. Such sensory feedback can modulate the overall activity of the CPG or tweak the output cycle by cycle (Cang and Friesen 2002, Grillner 2006, Gjorgjieva et al. 2013).

It is beneficial to regard the CPG as a prediction generator—an internal model that feeds forward an estimation made by the nervous system of the timing and coordination required during the current cycle of behavior (Kuo 2002). A CPG tuned to a baseline frequency by natural selection provides an advantageous starting point for incorporating sensory information into the process of determining behavioral output. In noisy, unexpected environments, the baseline frequency would require more adjustment based on sensory feedback. Conversely, in a more predictable environment or in the case of a fast behavior (where there is no time within a cycle for feedback), the CPG would be more prominent.

CPGs and sensory feedback in generating and propagating rhythmic alternating bends along the body (figure 3):

The first hypothesis is that oscillators in the neck generate rhythmic dorsoventral bends, and physical, neuronal, or sensory feedback mechanisms propagate them along the body (figure 3a). The generation of forward locomotion in these models relies on the existence of a CPG in the head. In the first computational model developed for locomotion of C. elegans (Niebur and Erdös 1991), periodic dorsoventral motion of the head initiates movement and sets the frequency of undulation. The environment must be sufficient stiff to support the sinusoidal shape of the nematode and generate forward thrust, setting propagation speed by strong lateral forces. Although the model does not require sensory input for locomotion, introducing stretch receptor input from body curvature produces smoother output. More recently, Wen and colleagues (2012) similarly showed that a purely mechanical model, based on a harmonic oscillator in the neck and anterior proprioception along the body, can account for the two modes of forward locomotion—crawling and swimming, depending on the viscosity of the environment. These models were successful in capturing some behaviors but were not intended to resolve a detailed neural implementation.

A more detailed neural model for forward crawling was proposed by Karbowski and colleagues (2008), with two neural networks corresponding to the head and body and components that were based on some neuroanatomical data. A CPG in the head also generates the main oscillatory rhythm in this model; the rhythm is transmitted to the body through two interneuron pairs (AVB and PVC). However, the activity of these neurons has since been demonstrated not to correlate with locomotion undulations (Faumont et al. 2011, Kawano et al. 2011). Moreover, anterior-to-posterior wave propagation was implemented by proprioceptive processes extending posteriorly, in contrast to recent findings (Wen et al. 2012). Although the Karbowski and colleagues (2008) model proposes a network implementation of the head CPG, a specific network motif is not strictly required for generating oscillations; a CPG can be driven even by a single pacemaker cell. Cell autonomous oscillations of membrane potential require at least two competing currents with specific temporal dynamics: a depolarizing current, such as a sodium leak (Pierce-Shimomura et al. 2008), or a hyperpolarization activated cation current counteracted by a depolarization-activated hyperpolarizing current, such as a voltage-activated potassium current. However, rhythmic patterns that arise from cellular properties remain unexplored to date.

The models included in this hypothesis were not implemented for backward locomotion. Rather, it is implicit that a similar circuit composed of a CPG in the tail, A motorneurons, and proprioceptive feedback may produce it. To establish the validity of the key hypothesis of these models—namely, the existence of a CPG in the head or tail—would require experiments that target neural circuitry in the these areas. Inhibiting head neurons by optogenetics or similar methods or selectively inhibiting subsets of head neurons could provide insight into their involvement in locomotion.

The second hypothesis is that coupled oscillators along the body generate and propagate rhythmic dorsoventral bends, and sensory feedback modulates the resulting motor patterns (figure 3b). Models in animals other than C. elegans rely on a rhythm being produced by a set of coupled CPGs
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Figure 3. Three competing hypotheses for the production of locomotor patterns are distinguished by the presence and location of oscillators and sensory feedback: (a) During forward locomotion, the neck generates rhythmic dorsoventral bends, and physical, neuronal, or sensory feedback mechanisms propagate them along the body. (b) Coupled oscillators along the body generate and propagate rhythmic dorsoventral bends, and sensory feedback modulates the resulting motor patterns. (c) Sensory feedback extending along the body generates and propagates rhythmic dorsoventral bends. The diagrams on the right show the main differences among the hypotheses in the location of muscles (the pink ovals), oscillators (the round blue arrows), and sensory feedback (the purple arrows) along the anterior-posterior axis (the head is to the right). The diagrams on the left demonstrate the approximate location of increased neuromuscular activity (thick arrows for sensory feedback, round arrows for oscillators) along the body of the nematode (the head is to the right; the blue arrow designates the forward direction).

(Marder and Bucher 2001, Grillner and Jessell 2009) and modulated by sensory feedback from stretch receptors (Grillner et al. 1995, Cang and Friesen 2002, Gjorgjieva et al. 2013). Models of this kind produce a robust but flexible output. The direction of propagation of the activity can be controlled by increasing the endogenous frequency of the most anterior or the most posterior oscillator to entrain the chain. If a chain of coupled oscillators underlies C. elegans locomotion, each oscillator could be made of pacemaker neurons, network motifs, or muscle cells. One possibility is that some classes of motoneurons have pacemaking properties (Angstadt and Stretton 1989). The arrangement of each motoneuron class into an array of at least 6 (DD) and as many as 13 (VD) roughly uniformly distributed cell bodies along the ventral nerve cord could provide an anatomical substrate for such a chain. The coupling could be implemented through gap junctions among members of some motoneuron classes (e.g., D and B classes). Other motoneurons could be indirectly connected to cells of their own class through interneurons or through motoneurons from a different class. Each oscillator along the body could also be implemented by a small local network of motoneurons, because the ventral nerve cord is organized into repeated units that control specific muscles (Haspel and O’Donovan 2011). Alternately, generation of oscillations could arise from the muscle cells themselves (as proposed for Ascaris suum by Stretton et al. 1985). Gap junctions among muscle cells (Liu P et al. 2011) could provide the coupling between oscillators and dictate the phase relationship. In this scenario, motoneurons would modulate the motor pattern and control speed, amplitude, and direction of bend propagation or would provide sensory feedback. Similar roles for muscle and motoneurons were described for the asynchronous flight muscle in flies (Dickinson and Tu 1997).

In order for these models to account for the different body wavelengths observed in environments of different mechanical loads; additional layers of regulation, such as sensory feedback and neuromodulation would have to be considered (Vidal-Gadea et al. 2011). However, even in the absence of sensory feedback, mechanical forces from the environment can contribute directly to the output of these models (Majmudar et al. 2012). However, the existence of a set of CPGs along the nematode body has not been supported. Barring experiments that use genetic, pharmacological, or optogenetic methods to isolate, inhibit, or reset putative oscillators while their effects on the motor output are recorded, the coupled oscillators hypothesis is weakly supported.

The third hypothesis is that sensory feedback extending along the body generates and propagates rhythmic dorsoventral bends (figure 3c). This hypothesis assumes that rhythm generation and propagation is completely independent of a CPG, unlike other animal models such as lamprey, leech, and Drosophila larva. The generation and propagation of oscillatory bending through proprioceptive feedback was first suggested (but not implemented) in a model in which the control of motoneurons by the locomotion interneurons was investigated (Niebur and Erdös 1993). This work relied on electrophysiological properties of neurons that were taken from A. suum, a larger nematode with a similar nervous system (Niebur and Erdös 1993). Bryden and Cohen (2008) developed a neurally controlled model in which different modules along the body could independently generate oscillations, as opposed to initiating them.
in the head. Each module generated oscillations through the interaction of neural components and sensory feedback, assuming a constant input current from an interneuron. Sensory input from local and proximal modules mediated the propagation of bends with a phase relationship that could be adjusted through the time lag of the feedback. Proprioceptive feedback was crucially required in this model for rhythm generation and was shown to enable appropriate phase lags for crawling, even in a minimal circuit of B motoneurons without cross-inhibition (Bryden and Cohen 2008).

To capture the continuum between forward crawling and forward swimming, Boyle and colleagues (2012) incorporated neuromuscular control by a sensory feedback mechanism (necessary for the production of undulations) with a physical model of the body and the environment. Despite including only B and D motoneurons and an AVB interneuron, the model captured forward swimming and crawling behaviors, as well as intermediate patterns of locomotion, as a function of the viscosity of the environment. This model produced robust oscillations across a wide range of frequencies. In its current form, the model assumes long-range posterior proprioceptive input to B motoneurons, but this framework could be modified to accommodate the subsequently reported anterior and shorter-range proprioception (Wen et al. 2012). The key novel assumptions of the Boyle and colleagues (2012) model are that the muscles are tonically active and that the B motoneurons (or other components of the pathway) act as bistable neurons exhibiting hysteresis rather than graded responses. Evidence for the bistability has been experimentally reported in C. elegans interneurons and muscle cells, but not yet in ventral cord motoneurons (Mellem et al. 2008, Wen et al. 2012). Importantly, a dorsoventral asymmetry was strictly required in this model. It was implemented through a VD–VB connection, necessary for resetting the activation of the ventral side (which had a lower activation threshold). The models included in this hypothesis were not implemented for backward locomotion.

What do we learn from the models? Computational models demonstrate what is possible given a set of assumptions. Therefore, it is not surprising that all published models for C. elegans locomotion produce an approximation of the undulatory motor output, because this is a preliminary requirement. Useful models also generate predictions that can be tested with experiments, such as those we suggest above. The models span a range from purely neural (Niebur and Erdős 1993, Bryden and Cohen 2008, Karbowski et al. 2008) to purely mechanical (Niebur and Erdős 1991, Majmudar et al. 2012) and from minimal circuits incorporating only forward motoneurons (Boyle et al. 2012) to detailed ones incorporating most known circuit elements (Karbowski et al. 2008, Haspel and O’Donovan 2011). We argue that each level of description is useful, depending on the questions at hand. At this stage, a key goal for the field is to identify the biologically relevant framework for rhythm generation and propagation, perhaps prior to elucidating the details of its implementation. Answering these questions will present new and exciting puzzles: How does endocrine or paracrine signaling modulate the neuromuscular system? What are the long-term dynamics of locomotion during development, the reproductive period, and aging? How is sensory information integrated into the locomotion circuits to achieve navigation? How is locomotion coupled with additional behaviors such as egg laying, defecation, or nictation?

The L1 larva. Only three (of eight, figure 2a) motoneuron classes are present in the first larval stage (L1): two cholinergic classes that innervate dorsal muscle (DA and DB) and one GABAergic class, DD, that at this stage innervates ventral muscles. The DD motoneurons rearrange their neuromuscular junctions to innervate dorsal muscle at the L1 to L2 molt (White et al. 1978). Although the hypotheses for generation and propagation of body bends are applicable in this smaller nervous system, this presents a conundrum: How can cholinergic (presumably excitatory) dorsal and GABAergic (presumably inhibitory) ventral neuromuscular junctions produce a ventral bend? We propose four possible answers: (1) Structural ventral spring: If all three motoneuron classes contribute to a dorsal bend (by exciting dorsal muscles or inhibiting ventral ones) against a passive ventral bend, the animal can assume all bending angles between those bends (Chen SP et al. 2011). (2) Hyperpnic ventral muscle: An imbalance in baseline activity causes the dorsal muscle to be relaxed until activated by DA and DB and the ventral muscle to be contracted until it is inhibited by DD. (3) Excitatory GABA: As was demonstrated for other developing nervous systems (Ben-Ari et al. 2007), GABAergic synapses can deliver excitatory signals when an elevated level of intracellular chloride ions creates an efflux through the chloride-permeable receptors. In this case, DD motoneurons may contribute to a ventral bend, whereas DA or DB motoneurons contribute to a dorsal one (Han et al. 2011). (4) SAB motoneurons: The three SAB motoneurons innervate anterior ventral body wall muscle in the L1 larva (White et al. 1986) and could potentially account for the ventral activation needed for locomotion in the L1 larvae.

In summary, much progress has been made in understanding the computational (behavioral output), hardware (components), and some algorithmic aspects of the locomotion of C. elegans. Of these, the algorithmic aspects of locomotion remain the least well understood. The relative simplicity of the dynamics of forward and backward locomotion and of the anatomy of the nematode are amenable to detailed measurements of the behavior and properties of neurons and muscles and to various levels of modeling. However, many cellular and synaptic properties of the motoneurons have not been experimentally measured to date, and the degree of variability between animals (or over time in a single animal) is largely unknown. Models incorporating novel experimental findings while avoiding superfluous computational complexity will be key to an algorithmic understanding of locomotion.
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